
Your partner in art



Who we are

BooART is the ideal partner for offering your 
customers a total experience. The common thread 
through this total experience is art, and this in a very 
broad spectrum. Immerse your customers in the 
wonderful world of art in all its facets. We relieve you 
and your staff and make a proposal of what is 
possible, taking into account your wishes, the available 
space and the theme or 'spirit' of your company.

We strongly believe in the power of collaboration, and 
we like to put your location in the spotlight on our 
busy website. Win-win, we like that.





What we do

BooART primarily provides your space with beautiful 
changing artworks, but it doesn't stop there. At BooART 
you are not a customer, but a partner. We strongly believe 
in working together to create added value and have more 
impact.

In addition to our main activity, which consists of 
organizing a permanently changing art exhibition at your 
location, we offer many more options. Our many years of 
experience brought us into contact with a very varied 
network of artists in all disciplines. Visual artists, 
performing artists, musicians, designers… we have all 
come across them on our path. And that creates 
opportunities.

So call on BooART for an extraordinary total concept that 
will be talked about for a long time to come.

Vernissage, finissage, theme evening and/or weekend,… 
nothing is impossible.





Step by step

Together we discuss the places where 
works of art will be placed or hung, taking 
into account your wishes and the available 
space.

You will receive our proposal as soon as we 
have selected the most suitable artist for 
your location.

We will visit you for the placement of the 
artworks and the practical discussion of the 
project.

Your customers can enjoy an ever-changing 
collection of contemporary works of art.





Locations

BooART is present in more than 40 locations, mainly 
in the Benelux, but you can also find us in Germany 
and Austria.

You can mainly find our exhibitions at our hotel 
partners, but restaurants, offices, etc. can also rely 
on BooART





Artists

BooART has been able to build up a real 
network of national and international artists 
in various disciplines within the visual arts for 
many years. A considerable pond to fish out, 
which certainly also includes the artist who 
can provide your company with art in a very 
appropriate way.

We work with starting talented artists as well 
as with more established values. Every artist 
who participates in our projects is highly 
motivated and very happy to show their
work to the general public.



Our base rates
Up to 30 works in a changing exhibition, once or twice a year:

Belgium and the Netherlands: € 200 excluding VAT per month

Germany: €250 excluding VAT per month

Other countries: on request



Extra services

BooART takes care of the insured transport 
of your artworks within Europe. Your works 
of art are delivered to your customer with 
the utmost care.

We are also responsible for organizing 
vernissages, finissages and other events

BooART also has a range of affordable tasty 
wines from various wine domains in 
Europe. Ideal for any event.

We are always willing to help shape any 
project.





Contact

BooART The Netherlands
Paul De Graaf 
+31 6 41 03 70 49
paul@booart.nl

BooART Belgium 

Dieter Verspeelt 
+32 4 77 98 49 41
dieter@booart.be



www.booart.nl


